
From:   
Sent: 13 September 2021 22:47 
To: SizewellC <sizewellc@planninginspectorate.gov.uk> 
Cc:  

Subject: NNB/SZC SLR - FORMAL QUESTION REQUEST FOR THE ISH'S W/C 14TH SEPTEMBER 2021 
Importance: High 
 
To the Examining Authority 
 
As you will be aware Mr & Mrs Lacey are one of the most seriously affected key stakeholders. 
EDF have failed to mitigate the very serious concerns of rat running in Fordley Road. It is EDF’s 
current decision to retain their existing SLR junction for the purpose of the DCO, whilst being fully 
aware of the outstanding daily rat running very important and huge issue. 
As you will see from the photo below, it shows vehicles blocking  access when 
queueing for the current B1122 junction 700m from . The photo was taken July 2021 
when vehicles re-routed due to an accident on the A12. Richard Bull witnessed this and was 
surprised how quickly the vehicles tailed back along .  Luckily for  residents 
this happens on average 2 or 3 times a year,  caused by either when Sat Nav ‘alternative route’ 
system is used, or drivers are following the diversion signs or drivers simply just trying to find an 
alternative route.   
It will be extremely easy for vehicles of any size to re-route straight off the A12 at Kelsale and use 
the back lanes which access Fordley Road to get to the SLR junction which will then be only 200m 
from . Vehicles will bypass the busy Yoxford roundabout and use the proposed 
Fordley Road SLR junction which will cause very serious vehicle tailbacks past  on a 
daily basis, which is unable to managed. 
UK law for residents to have freedom of access to their properties at all times, without restrictions 
(in this case, caused by public vehicles) must not be ignored. 
All residents of  would also be restricted by the amount of extra vehicles using  

as an alternative route.  
Emergency services, daily services, the list is endless, would all struggle to access  
properties and particularly , (due to the vehicle tailbacks completely blocking the 
road at the point of ). The list of how daily lives would be affected, and the 
consequential concerns of health and safety ramifications are huge. 
 
This simply cannot be allowed to happen. 
 
It is therefore a formal request for Examining Authority to take the necessary steps to protect Mr 
& Mrs Lacey’s individual property rights by raising this very important issue of rat running at the 
ISH’s commencing 14th September 2021 to find a solution of how this can be fully mitigated and 
resolved to prevent the inevitable daily rat running/road congestion in  which is a 
huge concern to risk to life and property particularly for Mr & Mrs Lacey but also for all residents 
of  
 
 
Additional Information 
Written without prejudice as the following issues remain outstanding: 
 
SLR Mitigation 








